PROMOTIONAL

Our
FAVOURITE
books
Lose yourself in one of our
top reading picks
The Positive
Power Box

by Sydella Gallick

This deck contains 80 images
which are mini art prints
drawn and painted by the
author. These images are a
product of the play therapy
process where leftover
paint is used and the energy
creates a message. Each
card is a story in its own way
and Sydella really makes
them come alive with her gorgeous imagery. Use them daily or
within your family bubble to have conversations around coping
strategies and mental wellbeing. £20, sydellagallick.com

The Eagle and The
Butterfly

by Jessica May

This deck of 44 channeled
messages is created by one of our
lovely in-house gurus, Jessica
May Psychic Medium. Her cards
are personal and comforting, but
also bring healing and a clear
understanding of the twin flame
journey. Coming in beautiful
packaging with a red velvet pouch,
she also encloses a Unakite heart
crystal and a piece of Californian
white sage to cleanse your cards and aura. £44.44,
etsy.com/MyChicFriend

Cheat Sheet
to Heaven

by Rachel Tipton

Now is a time to look
forward to the New Year
after a difficult 2020. This
life changing book is about
how to let go of stress,
anxiety and disappointment
to achieve mindful living by
changing the way you think.
Rachel’s breakthrough
methods show you another
way of looking at life that is
different to what you have
experienced in the past. It
is a great read to kick off a peaceful 2021. £7.64,
amazon.co.uk

Raven

By Tracey Shearer

by Maggie Shaw

The latest book to be added
to Maggie Shaw’s collection of
thought-provoking and inspiring
tales, The Eagle and The Butterfly is
a must-read for those who love to
charge their imagination. This novel
follows a character who passes into
a mythical world and transforms
into the butterfly, Eregendal, who
faces an ultimate sacrifice. It’s sure
to leave you captivated with its
themes of desperation, loyalty and evolution, and will hook fans
into a world of magical myth and legend! £9.99, eregendal.com

Giveaway!
facebook.com/
ssmagazine

Voice of Sacred Love from
the Divine Masculine

Twitter
@soulspiritmag

The second book in the
Entwined series, which follows
seer Kate Banberry and her
faulty visions that can prove
deadly. A story of romance,
psychic abilities and the
sisterhood, this is guaranteed
to be a read you are unable to
put down. Become absorbed
in this captivating story
about defying the Universe to
save those you love, and the
unexpected costs. £12.45,
amazon.co.uk

Fancy winning all five of these amazing books and card decks?
We're giving two of you the chance to do just that. Head to
soulandspiritmagazine.com to enter today!
Instagram
@soulandspiritmag

soulandspiritmagazine@
aceville.co.uk
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